1. OVERVIEW

Illusion climbing volumes and macros are addition to climbing walls. Made from high quality birch plywood or glass reinforced polyester with or without sand texture. All volumes and macros come to customer ready to assemble.

2. FIXING IT TO THE WALL

Illusion macros and volumes have predrilled holes with washers ready to fix it to the wooden climbing wall. For fixation is necessary to use high quality full thread, flat countersunk screws for wood.

Always make sure to place volume even and flat surfaces!
Use screws between 4mm and 5mm in diameter and lengths between 40mm and 60mm. Use all predrilled holes placed on edges of volume!

Tighten screws to screw specifications. Do not over tighten them as this may result in broken volume and weak fixation. Use LOW setting on impact driver.

3. MAINTENANCE

When the volumes and macros are screwed to the wall and used regularly, chalk and shoe rubber will inevitably dirty them. In the long run, this can affect the quality of the grain and the friction. We advise our customers to clean them before reuse and check their condition after long periods of use.

Use brush or pressure washer on low setting, cleaning distance around 30cm. When you clean wooden volumes with water, make sure that volume does not sit in standing water and is immediately dried after cleaning!

4. WARRANTY

All our volumes and macros have 1 year warranty. If you notice any defects that are not consequence of normal use, please contact: purchase@citywall.si, to assist you.

We wish you all the fun while using our Illusion volumes and macros!